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Put your name here: ___________________________________And also on the back. (5 pts)
AOW 7
Highlight or underline important information (5 pts)
Annotate by making comments in the margins, minimum of 5 (5pts)
Define your vocabulary words in the designated vocabulary space by googling them or looking them up on the website (10 pts)
Goes into effect AOW 2: List the kind of organizational pattern this article uses and why by filling in the template below:
This article uses ______________________ because _____________________________________________________. (10 pts)
Under prompt (bottom of page), plan 2 guiding reasons and 2 SPECIFIC, NAMED examples. (10 pts)
Include a thesis with points A and B. Be sure to include two persuasive examples in body paragraphs, one in body paragraph 1 and another in body
paragraph 2 (10 pts)
Give a persuasive response to the WRITE statement at the bottom of the page by writing an essay on the back. Make sure to choose only ONE side of the
argument in your writing. We NEVER write about both sides. (up to 30 pts)
DO NOT USE “I” or “you” when writing your response. Form opinions WITHOUT IT. (5 pts)
Make sure that your essay uses PARAGRAPHS. This means, 1. Indent 2. No skipping lines between paragraphs 3. A paragraph is MORE than just one
sentence 4. Minimum of 4 paragraphs. (10 pts)

Should College Athletes be Paid? March 13, 2017, Upfront Magazine
The National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) men’s college basketball tournament is known as March Madness. That’s
because the annual playoffs, which more than twenty million people watch on TV, is one of the most popular sporting events in the
country. But March Madness is also big business. TV networks pay the NCAA hundreds of millions of dollars per year for the rights to
air the games, and advertisers can pay up to $1.5 million for a thirty second TV ad that runs during the tournament. Considering
how much money the players generate for the NCAA and their schools, should college athletes be paid? Here, two experts weigh in.
YES- (Joe Nocera, author, Indentured: The Inside Story of the Rebellion Against the NCAA) The college sports establishment
likes to call the athletes who play varsity sports at universities “student athletes.” The more accurate term would be “athlete
students.” Putting the word “athlete” first would at least let everybody know what the priorities are. This is especially true for
football and men’s basketball players. Why? Because unlike every other student who has been accepted into the universities they
play for, the football and basketball players are there to generate revenue for the school. Without that athletic ability, many of
them wouldn’t have been admitted.
My belief that football and men’s basketball players should be paid is based almost entirely on economics. College football and
basketball are multibillion-dollar businesses. They have billion-dollar TV deals and corporate team sponsors. The coaches for these
teams earn millions. Even the assistant coaches make hundreds of thousands. Schools have money for fancy training facilities,
charter jets to away games, and state-of-the-art arenas. Yet the labor force—and that’s what the players are—gets nothing. Name
another industry where labor gets nothing. You can’t.
The NCAA and the college sports establishment argue that the players are “students first” and that amateurism is the essence of
college sports. Yet players have to choose classes that don’t interfere with practice. Indeed, they often don’t really get much of an
education because the team comes first, they put in 50 hours a week on their sport, and their coach is effectively their boss, with
the ability to cut them from the team, just like a pro coach. The truth is that fans wouldn’t care if players were paid. But the college
sports establishment uses the self-serving argument about amateurism because, frankly, it has helped them get very rich.
NO- (Bob Williams, Senior Vice President of Communications, NCAA) College athletics provide hundreds of thousands of
student athletes the opportunity to play the sports they love while getting the education and skills they need to succeed after
college. Paying students to play would turn them into employees, shifting their focus away from academics. After all, of the more
than 480,000 NCAA student athletes, fewer than 2 percent go on to play professional sports. Among NCAA athletes, fifteen percent
say they wouldn’t even be in college without their sport. That experience is made possible by the $2.7 billion in athletic scholarships
awarded each year by NCAA schools. Unlike many of their peers, scholarship student athletes don’t leave school burdened by a
mountain of student loan debt. Recently, the Atlantic Coast, Big 12, Big Ten, Southeastern, and Pac-12 conferences redefined
athletic scholarships to cover the full cost of college, including living expenses that fall outside the traditional tuition, such as
transportation, books, fees, and room and board. Also, those schools can no longer revoke a scholarship solely for athletics reasons,
and many other conferences have followed suit.
Many people wrongly believe that the NCAA and its members earn millions of dollars in profit annually. In fact, athletic
departments that take in more money than they spend are a distinct minority, and the NCAA distributes 90 percent of its revenue
back to member campuses and conferences. That money funds programs supporting the academic needs and well-being of student
athletes. Paying college athletes would force many schools to make tough choices and field fewer athletic teams. It would rob many
students of the chance to not only compete but also to learn the life skills that participating in sports imparts: time management,
resilience, discipline, and teamwork. The NCAA is committed to fairness and helping all student athletes achieve their dreams. While
we have made great strides, we recognize we have work to do. Paying students to play is not the way to get there.
Define vocabulary here:

Arraign:_____________________________________________________________________________
Outburst:______________ ______________________________________________________________
Proclivity:____________________________________________________________________________
Underlying:___________________________________________________________________________
Conserve:____________________________________________________________________________
WRITE an essay stating your position on whether college athletes should be paid.
A: ____________________________________________________ → ____________________________
B: ____________________________________________________ → ___________________________
(Reason)
(Example)
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